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Black Friday- PowerPoint Presentation Notes 

 

1. Personal Interest or “Spin” 

-What you bought, was it for you or for a gift 

 I don’t like shopping on Black Friday 

 I didn’t purchase anything on Black Friday this year 

-Statistics 

 37% of adults shop on Black Friday 

 225 million people shopped in 2011 

 $52.4 billion spent by consumers last year 

-How social media is playing a role in this phenomenon 

 People discuss how they will shop 

 Approximately 53% of men Tweet about Black Friday, 47% of women 

 

2. Retailer Pricing Objective 

-What is the pricing objective of the retailer? 

 Either increasing sales or maintaining a particular company image 

 Examples:  Smaller retailer stores/high inventory stores vs. Apple 

 Not maximizing profits because of low prices charged to customers 

-What businesses/products did a good job representing product, place, and promotion? 

 Businesses/products that are successful with these three are successful on Black Friday 

 Examples:  Walmart, Best Buy, and Target 

 Name recognition is important because if a product is the same price 

 As another successful product the brand name will likely be purchased 

 Example:  iPad vs. Kindle Fire 

 

3a. Is Customer Satisfaction Increased? 

-With regards to economic utility, how does Black Friday increase customer satisfaction? 

 Mostly possession utility because of affordability of product 

 Some time utility because the an inexpensive product is available when you want it 

 Not form and place utility because product could be a lesser product somewhere you aren’t 

-Does it just do the opposite? 

 Black Friday only increases customer satisfaction if you get to purchase the cheaper product 

 

 

 

 



3b. Use of Marketing Functions 

-What marketing functions are involved in the sale? 

 Pricing- setting low prices and purchasing at low prices 

 Promotion- advertising low prices for consumers 

-Who is involved, and how are they involved? 

 Both involve consumer and retailer 

 

4. Shopper Mindset 

-Are they the consumers or just buyers buying for themselves or others? 

 Results from 100,333 Tweets in 2011 

 Themselves- 46% 

 Others- 36% 

 Both- 18% 

 26% said they were more likely to purchase gifts on Black Friday 

-Are sales satisfying needs or wants? 

 More wants than needs 

 Computers and tablets, DVDs, music, video games, shoes, clothes, TVs, cell phones, cameras 

-What motivates them? 

 Competition and accomplishing missions purchasing products 

 Families make military-like strategies for Black Friday as a tradition 

-How are decisions made? 

 Researching ahead of time- 69% trust the internet, 43% trust magazines, 35% trust TV 

 25% look at leaked ads before Black Friday 

-Are they planning or making impulse buys? 

 55% of shoppers say they are less impulsive because of time to research on the internet 

 

5. Supply & Demand 

-Was there enough supply to meet demand? 

 Electronics products generally have low supply and high demand 

 Personal products like clothes have better deals usually on Cyber Monday 

-Did demand increase when the price finally dropped? 

 Law of demand- demand increases when the price decreases 

 Price must be high enough to make profit and high enough for customers to still value it 

-What does this say about elasticity? 

 Elastic demand is used on Black Friday because more sales result from low prices 

 Example:  Computers would sell more because of the various alternatives on the market 
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